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Abstract 
Recent wireless systems research has focused on building highly usable data searching in wireless overlay networks. Short query 
paths, small routing tables, and robustness constitute the most prominent design objectives for the overlay topology. In this paper, 
we introduce a general group theoretic method and define a new Cayley graph. We then use these constructs to derive a novel 
wireless overlay structure. WCayleyCCC, our proposed overlay network, has many desirable features, including short query 
paths, compact routing tables, high clustering, and robustness. Because of its symmetry, our design offers simpler routing 
(searching) and several other desirable properties compared with many previously proposed wireless overlay networks, such as 
MChord. Performance evaluation results, reported in this paper, quantify the advantages of WCayleyCCC in terms of query path 
length, routing table size, clustering, and robustness relative to some recent proposals. WCayleyCCC is particularly useful in 
distributed computing under relatively stable conditions such as wireless mesh networks. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
Wireless multi-hop networks such as mobile ad-hoc (MANET) or wireless mesh networks (WMN) have attracted
big research efforts during the last years as they have huge potential in several areas such as military 
communications, fast infrastructure replacement during emergency operations or as an alternative communication 
system. Due to various reasons, such as characteristics of wireless links, multi-hop forwarding operation, and 
mobility of nodes, performance of traditional peer-to-peer applications is rather low in such networks. The causes 
and problems for low performance of traditional approaches are discussed in [1]. Various representative alternative 
approaches to couple interactions between the peer-to-peer overlay and the network layer are examined and 
compared. Some open questions are discussed to stimulate further research in this area in [1]. 
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks have become popular since 2000. Resource sharing can be realized via centralized 
or P2P systems. Peer- to-peer computing with distributed hash tables (P2P DHT), the most commonly used 
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structured variant of P2P, not only offers advantages over a centralized system but also avoids the inefficiencies 
associated with unstructured P2P systems.  This is achieved via efficient routing of searches based on the knowledge 
of which peers are more likely to possess the desired information and how they can be reached. 
Locating resources is a fundamental problem in fixed or wireless P2P systems.  A vast majority of recent studies 
of P2P DHT [2-8] focus on shortening the query paths and reducing the size of routing tables. Thus, the users’ 
download behavior and requirements are not taken into consideration at the system design stage. Browsing is 
another important requirement in P2P file sharing. Unfortunately, however, current P2P DHT systems provide 
inadequate support for efficient file-browsing service.  A key reason is that all proposed P2P DHT implementations 
are based on old interconnection graphs, such as ring, butterfly, and cube-connected cycles [9]. These and similar 
graphs, which have been popular as parallel-processing interconnection networks owing to desirable topological 
properties, are not specifically designed for P2P systems and thus do not support semantic clustering.  Therefore, 
basing P2P systems on such graphs may lead to over- loading on the underlying network. 
To remedy the disadvantages of many recent structured P2P systems, it is necessary to infuse some 
characteristics of human societies, such as the small-world property [10], into the overlay network.  The small-world 
phenomenon leads to the appearance of community (clustering), which means that people with the same interests 
tend to know each other with high probability.  
The great success of P2P system based on Internet makes researchers focus on wireless network environment, 
which is more distributed than fixed P2P system. But wireless P2P has many features that are different from fixed 
P2P such as mobility and lower power and processing ability of node [1].  
Structured P2P protocols, such as Chord[2], Pastry[8], Tapestry[7] and CAN[3] are designed for locating objects 
effectively in wired networks. These structured protocols form a fully organized overlay with the proposed 
protocols. Logarithmic complexity is achievable for key operations such as joining, leave, or searching in overlay. 
Due to the attractive low overhead, researchers paid lots of attention on Chord. Researchers strived to enhance 
the overlay performance and to apply it to large scale deployment. Nevertheless, these P2P protocols usually assume 
reliable communication among nodes. This is true in wired network but difficult to achieve in wireless network due 
to the mobility, node failures, and packet corruption under wireless communication network. Hence protocols might 
perform poorly in wireless network.   
To introduce small-world features into P2P DHT, we introduce a new group theoretic method and define a new 
Cayley graph Γ. We then endeavor to design a novel wireless P2P overlay network, called WCayleyCCC, based on 
Γ. Our method’s generality makes it applicable to the design of wireless P2P systems possessing diverse sets of 
features. The method is particularly useful in distributed computing, under relatively stable conditions. 
In addition to providing an efficient resource searching mechanism, WCayleyCCC supports explicit grouping of 
peers, thus facilitating effective resource browsing. Theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation show that 
WCayleyCCC can reach the lower bounds of routing table size and query path length at the same time. Moreover, it 
is more robust than competing systems such as MChord [11]. 
We are primarily interested in the following five qualities of wireless P2P overlay networks, which inform our 
design choices in the rest of the paper. 
1) Short query path; 2) Reasonable routing table size; 3) Reasonable clustering coefficient; 4) Self-configuration; 
5) Robustness.  
In the remainder of this paper, we reveal the design, properties, and advantages of WCayleyCCC, a novel 
wireless overlay network that achieves a good balance with regard to the aforementioned qualities. Section 2 is 
devoted to a review of related research and ideas that have influenced our work. Section 3 contains a description of 
the static graph that forms the physical basis for WCayleyCCC, with the required operating protocols described in 
Section 4. Performance evaluation and comparative results are reported in Section 5, followed by our conclusions 
and discussion of future work in Section 6. 
2. Background and related research [2-4, 10-18] (Omitted) 
3. The static graph of WCayleyCCC 
Every Cayley graph is vertex-transitive. Thus, using a Cayley graph as the underlying static graph of P2P DHT 
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has the benefit of distributing the load evenly across all peers [9]. In this section, we define the static graph of 
WCayleyCCC and explore some of its properties which are essential to wireless P2P systems. 
3.1. Terminology and Notation 
We use x and y to represent strings composed of binary digits and the wildcard symbol “*”, which stands for any 
possible digit value. Throughout this paper, vertex, node, and peer are used interchangeably, as are graph and 
network. Note, however, that “vertex identifier” and “peer identifier” have distinct meanings and thus cannot be 
interchanged. 
3.2. Definition of the Cayley Graph Γ
The definition of Γ and related terminology are presented in this section. 
Definition 1. Let , that is, G is the semi-direct product of the commutative group of order 2q and the 
cyclic group of order q. We have 
2
q
qG Z Z= ⊗
Proposition 1. G is a group. 
Given any ¢c, r² ∈ G, we refer to  as group identifier (column number in diagrams), r2
qc Z∈ qZ∈  as region 
identifier (row number in diagrams), and ¢c, r² as vertex identifier. In order to define Γ, a subset S of G should be 
specified. Let 
Sc = {¢1,0 , 0², ¢0,1,0 , 0², ¢1,1,0 , 0²} 
1q− 2q− 2q−
Sr = {¢0
q , Ȗ² | Ȗ = } 1±
Definition 2. Let S = Sc ∪ Sr, where Sc and Sr are as defined above. The graph Γ = Cay(G, S) is a Cayley graph 
defined on G and S. We use Γq to denote a graph Γ with parameter q. 
 
3.3. Some Properties of Γ
 The graph Γ is a 5-regular graph, the diameter  is less than or equal to 5q/2 and the CC1 parameter  equals 0.3. 
Therefore, Γ is a strong candidate for use as the static graph of P2P DHT networks. A set of algorithms for 
embedding dynamic peers into Γ is presented in Section 4. 
4. WCayleyCCC protocols 
Our wireless P2P DHT uses Γ as its static graph. In this section, algorithms that allow embedding of peers into Γ 
to form a P2P DHT overlay, called WCayleyCCC, are presented. 
4.1. The Identifier Space 
Every peer in WCayleyCCC is identified by a unique pair ¢c, r², with c and r satisfying: 
c ∈ {c0 c1…cl-1*
q–l | ci ∈ Z2} 
r ∈ Zq 
WCayleyCCC has two integral parameters: q and l (with l < q). We use WCayleyCCC(a, b) to denote a system 
with parameters q = a, and l = b. 
Vertex identifiers of WCayleyCCC differ from those of Γ. The c part of the identifier ¢c, r² is a string that consist 
of the symbols “0”, “1”, and “*”, where the wildcard symbol “*” matches either of the characters “0” and “1”.  
The WCayleyCCC topology is based on the graph Γ, in the sense that the former is obtained by merging sets of 
vertices in the latter. A single peer ¢c, r² in WCayleyCCC is responsible for a set VSet(c, r) of vertices in Γ, and it is 
obtained by merging the vertices in this set. We refer to VSet(c, r) = {¢c0c1…cl-1*
q–l, r²}, with |VSet(c, r)| = 2q–l, as the 
zone of responsibility for the peer ¢c, r², where c must be with the (prefix) substring c0c1…cl-1 followed by an 
arbitrary string of 0s and 1s of length q – l. 
4.2. The Topology of WCayleyCCC (Omitted)
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4.3. Distributing the Hash Table 
In order to distribute the hash table items among peers, file names and search keywords are hashed to two-
component keys ¢α, γ², where α is a fixed-length string and γ ∈ Zq. Actually, the identifier space for keys coincides 
with the identifier space for vertices in Γ. The real network location of a resource, that is the value associated with 
the key having hash key ¢α, γ², is at a peer ¢c, γ² such that ¢α, γ² belongs to the zone VSet(c, γ) of responsibility of ¢c, 
γ². Here, c0c1…cl-1 is a prefix of α when c = c0c1…cl-1*
q–l. 
4.4. Routing in WCayleyCCC 
There are two objectives for routing in WCayleyCCC. One is to find a peer with a given identifier and the other 
is to locate a given hash key. However, the two can be reduced into one problem. If the identifier of a peer is viewed 
as a hash key, then the peer would be responsible for its identifier. Therefore, the routing problem is actually to find 
a path to a peer that is responsible for a given identifier (i.e. identifier of a peer or hash key of a resource).  
Inputs: Identifier of the current peer ¢c1, r1², with c1 = x0x1…xl-1*
q–l
 , and destination identifier or hash key of a 
resource ¢Į, Ȗ², with Į = y0y1…yl–1 . . . yq-1   
Output: Identifier of the next-hop vertex ¢c2, r2² 
1    if (x0 x1…xl-1 = y0y1…yl-1∧ Ȗ= r1) then 
2        the destination has been reached 
3    else if (x0 x1…xl-1 = y0y1…yl-1) then 
4               if ¢c1, γ² is faulty then  
5          the destination is temporarily inaccessible 
6      else set ¢c2, r2² := ¢c1, r2 +1² 
7               endif  
8         else 
9             set i = r1 ; 
10           if (xi ≠ yi) then 
11        set ¢c2, r2² := ¢x0...xi-1yixi+1...xq-1*
q–l, r1² 
12    else set  2 2 1, ,c r c i< >=< + >1
13           endif 
14        endif 
15    endif 
Algorithm 2. Routing in WCayleyCCC. 
 
4.5. Joining in WCayleyCCC 
We first define a sorting order for the identifiers ¢c1, r1² and ¢c2, r2² by setting ¢c1, r1² < ¢c2, r2² when c1 < c2 or 
when c1 = c2 and r1 < r2. 
We employ hello messages to discover the network structure, i.e. all neighboring nodes and their position in 
the WCayleyCCC. In the current implementation of WCayleyCCC, the hello messages are transmitted by means 
of broadcasting, i.e. each node broadcasts a hello every ψ seconds. Basically, the joining operation can also be 
executed using an on-demand mechanism, which has advantages in static networks or those with a high density. 
Based on the hello messages, the joining node gets information about its physical neighbors and their adjacent 
peers. The first node is pre-programmed with the smallest value of the entire range (0 . The second node 
joining the network gets the larger number of this range (0 . Each further node joining the network has to 
received at least with one hello message from a node that already exist in the network to get a relative position, 
i.e. its value, in the WCayleyCCC.  
* ,0)l q l−
* ,1)l q l−
The basic join algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. 
The joining of a new peer P1 proceeds in four phases: finding its network location, updating identifiers, updating 
routing tables, and updating the distributed hash table. 
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Input: None   
Output: Identifier ¢c1, r1² of the new joining peer P1, its routing table, and its hash table 
Assumption: Each peer knows ¢c2, r2², the identifier of peer P2 with the largest identifier currently in use 
1  Assign to P1 the identifier ¢c1, r1² which is the next larger after ¢c2, r2² 
2  if ¢c2, r2² is connected to ¢c1, r1² then 
3    add P1’s routing table to those of all its neighbors 
4    augment the routing table of P1 from the routing tables of all its neighbors 
5    add the hash table of P1 
6  endif 
Algorithm 3. Joining of a new peer in WCayleyCCC 
Before a peer leaves WCayleyCCC, it should clean up its routing table and hash table items as part of the 
departure algorithm. Otherwise, the departure will be ungraceful. As compared to graceful departure, failure 
detection phase is required before the cleaning-up operation. Two mechanisms, including sending a “Hello” 
message to neighbors and an asynchronous scheme, can be used for failure detection. Once a faulty peer has been 
detected, one of its neighbors starts the housekeeping operation on its behalf. 
When a peer, say P1, needs to leave the network, it should first find the peer P2 which has the maximal identifier, 
replace P1 by P2, and let the routing table and hash table of P2 be the same as those of P1. Then, information about 
the peer with maximal identifier must be propagated in WCayleyCCC. 
5. Performance evaluation 
In this section, a number of important performance metrics are derived using system simulation. The obtained 
results are described, following a review of metrics and model. 
5.1. Metrics and System Model 
The performance metrics used in our evaluation include: 
1) Query path length; 2) Routing table size; 3) Robustness; 4) The fraction of intragroup neighbors (FIN); 5). 
Small-world features. In Section 5.6, we endeavor to verify that the WCayleyCCC topology belongs to the class of 
small-world graphs. Therefore, CC1 of WCayleyCCC is calculated and compared against those of random networks. 
The same set of system parameters is used for all experiments: q = 16 and l = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
5.2. Query Path Length 
 We can see from Figure 4 that when the number of peers in WCayleyCCC reaches 4K, the average query path 
length is still less than 11. However, the average query path length in MChord is less than that of WCayleyCCC. 
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Figure 4. Average routing path length in WCayleyCCC networks of different sizes compared with routing path length for 
MChord. 
5.3. Size of Routing Table 
Figure 5 plots the average routing table size in networks of different sizes. 
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Figure 5. The size of routing table in WCayleyCCC networks of different sizes compared with the size of routing table for 
Mchord. 
5.4. Robustness 
In this section, we compute the probability that a query ends in failure, as well as the average length of a 
successful routing path when different fractions of peers fail in WCayleyCCC. All simulation runs are performed for 
a network with 4K peers.  
The probability that a peer fails is varied from 5% to 20%. One thousand test cases are run for each failure 
probability. Figure 6 plots the probability that routing ends in failure as a function of the peer failure probability.  
For the same peer failure percentage, the probability that the WCayleyCCC routing algorithm ends in failure is 
lower than in MChord. For example, when 20% of the peers fail in a network, WCayleyCCC has a failure 
probability of about 55%, and 70% in MChord. 
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Figure 6. The probability that routing ends in failure as a function of peer failure probability. 
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Figure 7. The average path length for successful queries as a function of peer failure probability. 
The query path length would inevitably increase when a query encounters a faulty peer on its way to the 
destination. Figure 7 plots the average number of hops required for successful routing in the presence of different 
fractions of failed peers. The flatness of the curve in Figure 7 indicates that routing length is minimally influenced 
by faulty peers. For example, the average length of routing path is 5 with no faulty peers. When the percentage of 
faulty peers becomes as high as 20%, average routing path length in WCayleyCCC increases by 30%, reaching 8. 
However, average routing path length in MChord increases by 100%, reaching 12. 
5.5. The Fraction of Intragroup Neighbors 
We can see from Figure 8 that the fraction of intragroup neighbors in WCayleyCCC is higher than that in MChord 
as the network size grows, because the fraction of intragroup neighbors in MChord is near zero. 
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Figure 8. Fraction of intragroup neighbors as a function of network size for WCayleyCCC. 
5.6. Small-World Features 
The topology of WCayleyCCC captures the link structure of Γ, so it also inherits its small-world properties. 
Figure 9 plots the clustering coefficient of WCayleyCCC [10]. Figure 9 clearly shows that WCayleyCCC is highly 
clustered, because its CC1 is very large compared with that of random graph. Note that the clustering of MChord is 
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very close to zero, so that they are indistinguishable in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. The clustering coefficient for WCayleyCCC 
6. Conclusions and future work 
By introducing a new Cayley graph Γ whose structure supports group identifiers, we have proposed a fully 
symmetric network with small-world features, which are confirmed by comparing the degree, diameter, and CC1 
parameters of the new graph. The results demonstrate that Γ is a suitable static model for wireless overlay networks. 
We have also introduced protocols for P2P DHT based on WCayleyCCC that capture the static structure in highly 
dynamic environments. WCayleyCCC offers excellent routing performance with small routing tables. Furthermore, 
WCayleyCCC is more robust than other systems like MChord. The explicit grouping mechanism of WCayleyCCC 
enables us to implement effective resource browsing service and topic-based publish/subscribe system in a wireless 
P2P DHT network. We should emphasize that our group theory method possesses generality, which makes it 
applicable to design wireless P2P systems for diverse applications.  
Our future work will focus on how to adapt WCayleyCCC for multicast and other applications. 
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